ESMT V11 is coming!
Please see minimum system requirements in the table below and also special
notes at the bottom of the table.
Application
Description
Minimum Processor speed
Minimum RAM

Minimum Disk space
Operating System

Microsoft Word
Minimum Network
Audio
Browser
Devices

Other

Requirement:
EditScript MT allows transcriptionists to review and edit drafts of clinicians’
dictations. EditScript MT is installed on the transcriptionist's machine either at
the customer's site or at the transcriptionist's workplace.
2GHz and above
2GB Dedicated RAM.
*Dedicated RAM: For example, if the machine has 2GB RAM but 64MB of that
RAM is shared with a graphics card, the machine does not meet the minimum
requirement
5GB formatted as NTFS
Windows XP (32 bit), Windows Vista (32 bit), Home Basic, Home Premium,
Business, Ultimate
Windows 7 (32 bit and 64 bit), Home Premium, Professional, Ultimate
Windows 2008 (64 bit)
No longer supported: Word 2003
Supported : Word 2007 (32 bit and SP3), Word 2010 (32 bit only and SP1)
56KB Modem minimum– Broadband (LAN, DSL or, Cable) recommended
Speaker or headphone, Sound blaster Compatible with multichannel play Ability
NA
One of the following foot pedal configurations:
9-pin serial port
Infinity IN-DB9 Foot Pedal with 9-pin serial port
connection
USB
Infinity IN-USB-1 USB foot pedal (see Note
below)
Infinity IN-USB-2 USB foot pedal
Supported 9-pin serial port to USB adapters
Belkin F5U409 USB PDA Adapter
Dynex DX-UBDB9 USB PDA/Serial Adapter
The manufacturer has released several versions of
the IN-USB-1 USB foot pedal. If you are purchasing
new foot pedals, be sure to purchase Version 14,
which has been confirmed to be compatible with
EditScript MT. The manufacturer has informed
eScription that all IN-USB-1 Version 14 foot pedals
have a sticker on the bottom that says “Ver 14.”
Please confirm with your supplier that you are
receiving this version.
Note: EditScript MT does not support Kinesis macroenabled
Keyboards
.NET framework will have to be 4.5

Please note:
1. Word 2003 is NOT supported on ESMT V11.
2. If you are working on Dictaphone platform and are using Word Client 8.x or earlier version,
please do not proceed with upgrade to 2007 or higher version of MS Word. You need to
discuss with your IT team.
3. If you are working on Editscript 8 or earlier, please do not proceed with upgrade to 2007 or
higher version of MS Word. You need to discuss with your IT team.
4. This message is sent to provide prior information to you so that you can plan MS Word
License(s) accordingly.
5. The exact date of ESMT V11 launch is yet to be announced. We will keep you informed.

